
EPRI AC Transmission Line Reference Book— 
200 kV and Above, Third Edition: The “Red Book”

Extensively updated and expanded (including software), EPRI’s flagship reference provides a much-needed  
tool to support the cost-effective design of safe, reliable, and high-performance transmission lines. 

Containing a wealth of information available in no other single 
resource, the EPRI AC Transmission Line Reference Book—200 
kV and Above, Third Edition (EPRI Product 1011974) is the 
essential reference tool for transmission line designers. 

The new reference is an extensively updated and expanded 
version of EPRI’s worldwide industry standard EPRI AC Transmis-
sion Line Reference Book—200 kV and Above, originally 
published in 1975 and known throughout the industry as the 
“EPRI Red Book.” 

Practical Tool for Today’s Challenges
Transmission companies are caught in a time crunch between bust 
and boom. After a prolonged drought in new line construction, 
the industry is entering a new era of transmission expansion 
worldwide—just as many veteran transmission engineers are 
retiring. Meanwhile, technology and practices have advanced 
since the boom years of the 1960s and ‘70s. Now, new 
generations of engineers need to absorb the veterans’ experience 
and acquire proficiency with the latest tools to enable them to 
create the new transmission infrastructure for the future. The Red 
Book equips today’s transmission designers with fundamental 
concepts and the latest information on research, technology, and 
materials associated with the design of high-voltage overhead 
transmission lines. 

Intended Audience 
Experienced line designers who need to confirm design •	
parameters, select technology, optimize designs, defend 
decisions, and understand non-routing design topics
Students of line engineering with college or third-year  •	
engineering calculus and physics
Utilities seeking to preserve institutional knowledge•	
Other users including public utility commissions, lawyers, and •	
the public at large

New Material and Organization
The new version significantly expands upon previous editions. In 
collaboration with member utilities, EPRI assembled a team of global 
experts to upgrade the guidebook to keep pace with technological 

advances and make the book truly international in its scope and 
content. The team updated 11 chapters and added 4 new ones to 
cover the full spectrum of overhead transmission topics. 

The revised edition includes three general themes:

Insulation coordination.•	  This theme spans Chapters 3 to 6 and 
covers general insulation coordination, power frequency 
insulation, switching, and lightning and grounding.
Corona and field effects.•	  This theme spans Chapters 7 to 11 
and covers corona and its effects (corona loss, audible noise, 
and high-frequency electromagnetic interference) and the effects 
of power frequency electric and magnetic fields.
Application.•	  This theme spans Chapters 12 to 15 and includes 
right-of-way management, designing for inspection and 
maintenance, voltage upgrading, and the field performance of 
lines designed to operate above 700 kV. This theme is a new 
addition to the book. 

Chapter 15 is particularly noteworthy. The authors surveyed 
utilities around the world with transmission lines above 700 kV. 
The chapter starts with a history and EHV and UHV transmission 



research and then presents a design review of each line—cover-
ing the reasons the technology was chosen, the approach to the 
design, and the operation and maintenance experience. 

The new guidebook contains several useful additions:

Glossary.•	  A glossary provides definitions based on both IEEE 
and IEC terminology.
Base cases.•	  To help demonstrate certain theories, a large 
number of bases cases are loaded into the applets. The base 
cases help the reader to exercise the theory and gauge the 
technical limits of various line design parameters. 
Index.•	  Previous editions lacked an index. Although each 
chapter is self contained, the index helps readers quickly find 
information in the handbook.

Software Aids Understanding and Implementation
The Red Book’s text is supplemented by a CD-ROM disk containing 
more than 50 small software programs, called applets. The applets 
incorporate useful help files, simple input and output screens, and 
the ability to export results to spreadsheets and graphs. The applets 
breathe life into the theories and principles described in the Red 
Book to increase the reader’s understanding and reduce the effort 
necessary for implementation. The inclusion of graphing allows the 
reader to see precise results as well as trends. 

Red Book Transmission Training Seminars
The Red Book is proving as valuable a training tool as it is a 
reference for practicing engineers. EPRI’s Red Book Training 
Seminars introduce attendees to the book’s diverse subjects, which 
are expanded in lectures delivered by many of the experts who 
wrote the topical chapters. In addition to classroom instruction, the 
week-long seminars offer participants hands-on field experience 
with cutting-edge equipment and a chance to see, hear, and feel 
the high-voltage phenomena covered in the lectures. The seminars 
are offered at EPRI’s Lenox High-Voltage Test Facility, at regional 
centers, and on-site at individual utilities, where course content is 
tailored to the utility’s specific needs and transmission system. 
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Contact Information
For more information, contact the EPRI Customer Assistance 
Center at 800.313.3774 (askepri@epri.com). 
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